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Supporting Schools to 
Develop Computing
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Computing is mostly about 
developing people not 

machines

@baggiepr code-it.co.uk



• Subject leads turn the NC into a workable school curriculum

• Subject leads train and support other staff

• Subject leads and SLT decide on training priorities

• Teachers deliver the subject

• Subject leads who champion the subject

• Whatever computing schools choose to include or exclude 
people will pay the largest part in whether it is successful of not!

People Rule
@baggiepr



Sometimes you have to win hearts and minds 
before teachers will let themselves be 

trained/supported



Barriers to computing
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Computing Science is Irrelevant 
to majority
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Only use technology if it 
makes your lesson easier
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Only use 
digital devices 

if it makes 
your lesson 

easier

• Something technology evangelists say all the 
time

• If I am using a tech tool to enhance a math or 
science lesson it is entirely correct, technology 
is the servant of the subject.

• When programming Computing Science it is the 
equal partner of the subject

• Computing science will never make your lesson 
immediately easier 

• In the longer run it will make it more fulfilling, 
more challenging and add greater depth and 
dimension.

• Some teachers will use this as a reason for not 
teaching computing science, they never get 
beyond the immediate



Digital Native
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@baggiepr

Pupils are much better at computing than us

• Some pupils who have grown 
up with technology are more 
confident when approaching 
new technology

• Let's not mistake confidence 
for knowledge or 
understanding

Encourages some teachers to 
believe they don't need to 
teach any computing because 
pupils know it all already

Myth of digital native

https://goo.gl/39cB07



Gender Inequality in 
Computing
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@baggiepr

• Do male teachers allow boys to puzzle 
things out for themselves and solve 
problems for the girls? #casinclude

• Do we celebrate female computing 
heroes? Ada Lovelace, Grace Hopper 
etc

• There are no boy or girl focussed 
programming projects but variety of 
programming focus is important for 
both girls and boys (utility, game, 
maths, science, fashion, sport etc)

• Design choice is important (algorithmic, 
appearance and structural)



Supporting Computing Leads
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Helping those who don’t 
know the right questions to 

ask
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Many Primary Computing Leads often don’t 
understand what they need to know
• Need to establish what they want from the 

session.

• Need to establish what level of current 
computing knowledge they have.

• Need to let them know what you will cover 
before you get to their concerns.

• Teachers will often relax and listen to what 
you have to share if they know you are going 
to meet their core concerns at a later stage

I operate a 

1/3rd to 2/3rd policy

Sometimes after my 
third their issues have 
changed.

@baggiepr



Having a foot in teaching 
helps
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Otterbourne Primary 
Ringwood Junior Schools

• If we want teachers to take our 
advice seriously it helps if they 
believe that we are still part of the 
profession.

• Being a teacher supporting other 
teachers helps to keep my credibility 
high.

• 2 days a week teaching Computing

• 2 days a week working as a 
Computing Inspector

• 1 day writing curriculum 
code-it.co.uk

@baggiepr



Regular support really helps
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Computing subject support groups

• 2 hours 2-4pm on a Friday three times a year

• Typical format
• Are there any issues that computing leads want you to cover (some email 

before hand but most just ask on the day) can be anything from hardware 
questions to curricular issues

• I provide a range of up to date curricular ideas from across all areas of 
computing curriculum

• Other participants add their knowledge depending on their time in the role

• Like running paid CAS hubs in school time

• If teachers miss one they can attend another one in a different area

@baggiepr



Computational Thinking
General to Specific
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Computational Thinking Connections
General

• Algorithms –Jam Sandwiches –Preparing a drink

• Algorithmic Evaluation –Best route to travel to school

• Decomposition –Maths -Science 

Domain Specific
• Algorithms –instructions to program a traffic light

• Most efficient way to complete a task, sequence, loops, procedures

• Decompose a more complex programming build

@baggiepr



We need to make the link from general to 
domain specific because knowledge transfer 
from one domain to another is not automatic

Factors affecting knowledge transfer

1. Need a depth of understanding

2. Real world applicability

3. learning orientated rather than performance orientated

4. Pupils need to be prompted to make the links

5. Generalisation increased chance of transfer

http://code-it.co.uk/transference

Last week we created a precise set of instructions to create a jam sandwich. This week 
we will be using that same precision and attention to detail to work out the order of a 
traffic light sequence before programming it.

@baggiepr

http://code-it.co.uk/transference


Why is this important for school support?

If we don’t make this link teachers think that a little 
unplugged computational thinking is enough to tick 
off the computing science parts of the curriculum

They don’t always progress

@baggiepr



Computational Attitudes
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Inspired by Behaviour Rubric created with @MarkDorling and linked at http://code-it.co.uk/attitudes/

Copes with 
Complexity

Open Ended 
Problem Solver

Handles 
Ambiguity

Adapts

Investigates

Perseveres

Communicates

Evaluates

I can break complex 
problems into parts 

I recognise there is more than 
one way to solve/describe a 

problem

I look for a range of solution to 
the same problem

I can identify patterns in 
problems & solutions

I can develop, test and debug 
until a product is refined

I can design criteria to 
evaluate my creations

I can encourage others to 
share their ideas

I look for how a project 
can be extended

I lead using all the people 
talent in my group

I repeatedly experiment through 
predicting, making, testing & 
debugging

I can persevere even if the 
solution is not obvious

I don’t just accept 
the first solution

I can evaluate my solutions 
against a set criteria

I can contribute useful 
ideas to a partner or 

group

I learn from setbacks and 
don’t let them put me off

I can adapt existing ideas 
to solve new problems

I can discover / concentrate 
on the most important part 
of a problem

I make predictions 
about what will happen

@baggiepr

Insert 
picture of 

your 
students 

here

http://www.markdorling.net/
http://code-it.co.uk/attitudes/


Programming is Complex and 
it will take time to master
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each 
other

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a 
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not 
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will 
not stop until a condition is met

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a 
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of 
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a 
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the 
variable (sometimes through maths 
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the 
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful 
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be 
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be 
run lots of times

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is 
in a list

Work Flow –The order of operation across many 
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

Input  -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Conditional Selection –Programming that starts, 
stops or is affected by a condition 
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition switches between actions
Condition ends loop

Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one 
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met 
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition 

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

@baggiepr

Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

This is a primary 

programming 

concept group 

best fit 
progression



Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each 
other

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a 
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not 
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will 
not stop until a condition is met

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a 
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of 
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a 
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the 
variable (sometimes through maths 
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the 
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful 
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be 
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be 
run lots of times

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is 
in a list

Work Flow –The order of operation across many 
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

Input  -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Conditional Selection –Programming that starts, 
stops or is affected by a condition 
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop

Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one 
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met 
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition 

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

@baggiepr

Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Magic Carpet 

Game
Year 3



Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each 
other

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a 
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not 
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will 
not stop until a condition is met

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a 
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of 
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a 
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the 
variable (sometimes through maths 
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the 
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful 
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be 
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be 
run lots of times

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is 
in a list

Work Flow –The order of operation across many 
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

Input  -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Conditional Selection –Programming that starts, 
stops or is affected by a condition 
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop

Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one 
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met 
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition 

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC
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Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Slug Trail Game
Year 4



Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each 
other

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a 
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not 
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will 
not stop until a condition is met

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a 
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of 
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a 
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the 
variable (sometimes through maths 
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the 
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful 
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be 
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be 
run lots of times

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is 
in a list

Work Flow –The order of operation across many 
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

Input  -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Conditional Selection –Programming that starts, 
stops or is affected by a condition 
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop

Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one 
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met 
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition 

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

@baggiepr

Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Counting

Machine
Year 5



There is  a place for knowledge 
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http://code-it.co.uk/knowledge

@baggiepr

http://code-it.co.uk/knowledge


http://code-it.co.uk/knowledge

@baggiepr

http://code-it.co.uk/knowledge


Incremental training
Incremental support
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Real Value in Incremental Training

Initial training (concepts, simple programming projects)

Time period to try out in teaching (reflection)

Part Two (Greater variable use, procedures)

Time period to try out in teaching (reflection)

Part Three (Physical Computing basics)

Time period to try out in teaching (reflection)

Part Three (Physical Computing more advanced)

@baggiepr code-it.co.uk

For 
Example



http://code-it.co.uk/cpd



Monitoring Progress
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Module Feedback

• Taught (tick one) All Part None

• If ticked part or none why?

• Suitability of planning

• Further training needed

• Resource Issues



Computing Learning Walk / Lesson Observation

• How much do SLT know about your subject area?

• Do they understand about bugs in programming?

• Do they understand the formative assessment process in relation to 
computing?

• Do they understand key knowledge 

• Do they understand the processes you use?

• Do they understand computational attitudes you are inculcating / 
demonstrating / looking for?

• How much have you tried to inform SLT?



Work Sampling

• Choose an area where you have provided training

• Give plenty of notice 

• For example say in beginning of the academic year.
• This year I will be work sampling on digital skills, children using tech to do 

things in January/February

• Look at work sample from high and low achieving pupils

• Write an overview report for SLT

• Praise good practice or good progress from last year

• Have conversations with those that have gaps



Are schools making best use 
of their equipment?
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Internal Support & Issue Reporting 
Mechanisms

If equipment is out of action for more that a couple of days staff start to factor it 
out of their teaching and pupil learning.

If equipment works but saving paths are complex or network connections are 
tenuous teachers will use this as an excuse to avoid plugged computing lessons.

Sometimes schools have bought external support but don’t know how to 
harness it. Are there good fault reporting and new software adding procedures.



Management of Equipment

• Where is it? (bee-bots, Tablets, Robots, Laptops, etc)

• How easy is it to access?

• Is there a keeper?
• Dragon

• Hoarder

• Facilitator

• Decisions made solely on security grounds with no educational 
factors taken into account are often poor educational decisions.

• Develop Educator and Support partnerships



Mission Critical to Who? Priority Matrix
Less People

More People

Urgent Time Sensitive

Not urgent less time 
sensitive Switch 

Failure

Class 
Data 

Projector 
Fails

Weekly 
Backup 
Check



Training
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Discover the gaps in learning 
and address these
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Some Possible 
Primary Digital 
Skills

• Life skills
• Word processing
• Desktop 

publishing
• Presentation
• Data 

Manipulation 
(spreadsheets)

• Creative Media
• Green Screen
• Stop motion 

animation
• Video Creation
• Picture 

manipulation

• Variety of Digital Devices

• Computers

• Chrome books / Google 

• Apple 

• Online Tools

• Seesaw

• Showbie

• Google Drive

• Web Skills

• Account Manipulation

• Saving

• Opening

• Renaming



Let us not 
assume that 

every teacher 
knows how to 

use every 
digital skill

Quick online surveys can be a 
great way of working out 
what training teachers need



Get teachers to experience 
the learning themselves
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Network Roleplay

http://code-it.co.uk/netintsearch

http://code-it.co.uk/netintsearch


Modelling a School Network Physically

@baggiepr



So important not to make 
teachers feel foolish once 

misconceptions are uncovered 

That feeling of being stupid might be a contributing 
factor to them choosing to put computing at the 

bottom of the academic pile

@baggiepr code-it.co.uk



When you search the web you are 
not really searching the web!

Web spider programs 
trawls the web taking 
snapshots of web 
pages, classify them 
and store them in a 
database

When you search you 
are searching the 
massive search engine 
index/database 
captured by these 
web spiders

Supporting 
schools often 

involves having to 
unpick 

substantive 
teacher  

misconceptions 
about technology 
before teachers 

can hope to teach 
anything 

@baggiepr



Lack of Teacher Resilience
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•Define Helpless
•Helpless ≠ stuck
•Helpless = stuck + no attempt to 

find solution themselves

• Two types
• Sweet helpless
•Aggressive helpless

@baggiepr

You know you helped me ………..
Can you just show me that again……….

I am not teaching programming it is too 
complex for my pupils just one of the 
governments unreasonable changes!

http://code-it.co.uk/articles

http://code-it.co.uk/articles


Do we have 
ongoing support 
materials so that 
teachers can help 
themselves
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Overcoming the wiring hurdle 
in Physical Computing
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Suppress your 
natural geek



A significant number of teachers baulk at 
anything with wires

Show

Show them how 
easy they are

Connect

Physically connect 
one together

Demo

Demo kit rather 
than talk about it

@baggiepr



Key Message: Computing is 
mostly about developing 

people not machines

@baggiepr code-it.co.uk



Thanks for 
listening

Any 
Questions?

Crumble Creations
Out End Of July

http://amzn.eu/fAbbuBU

Slides https://bit.ly/2t4JC5U

http://amzn.eu/fAbbuBU
https://bit.ly/2t4JC5U

